Two substitute for lard. The Germans are great that it causes the hydrogen to bring about this decomposition, but metals have also been used to do down into two parts of hydrogen and was used to bring about a chemical change.

The alchemists of old considered this compound a colorless, odorless, tasteless liquid. Although this is the usual definition of water, it has a slightly blue tinge at the depth of one hundred and sixty millimeters, with both second and third layers being clear. Water may be boiled expanding powers of freezing water, which has been placed on the side of the Zodiac. These two pieces are given and a lecture.
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Language Requirements Stressed by Dr. Ogilvy

Here and There

News flash! This column has a new language now. New language courses should prove helpful to B.S. students, including those with special interests in science and those who are trying to escape the usual English courses. It should provide them with some of the benefits a liberal arts college is supposed to provide.

Many B.A. students, whose real language courses are for Latin students, take Latin instead of learning English. Something ought to be done for them. We suggest that B.A. students in the last two years of Latin, should be allowed to replace the present Latin requirements with a course in another language, which would surely be a dividend for them. As a result, Professor Naylor and Dr. Ogilvy are experimenting with such a course. It is in the hope of salvaging and increasing some of the knowledge of languages which students obtained in school. This course does not deal only with Latin; it is hoped that the title may imply, but it approaches the general problem of languages. It goes into the history and use of languages, and into their influence upon each other.

New year, Dr. Edward D. Meyers, who is a graduate of Brown University, is taking over the duties of the editor of "Latin." There are four sections of approximately fifteen most each. In each one, the students are taught this course because of their completion of field and his knowledge of Philosophy, Psychology, and the study of thought. The course is a good opportunity for most college students to get a wide variety of subjects such as Literature, art, and philosophy.

Dr. Ogilvy then went on to explain the theory that English students who are not burdened with languages in college.

The first of these reasons, Dr. Ogilvy placed, is that the English language is not a necessary tool with which one may tackle the future. As an example those who have a knowledge of another language and their countries can only be obtained by a fair knowledge of that particular culture.

The second reason is a more subtle one. It is realized what it means to international relations demands the attention of educated men. The educated man must have a good grasp of other people may understand each other is that of a mutual understanding of when they are dealing with literature.

The third reason given by Doctor Ogilvy was that these students are dignified for our Prez to have his first year of language want to know about your class on language when he was telling a fish story.

It is reported that Mickey Kohrsky, who was on the receiving end of the previously mentioned fish story, wore an expression of extreme astonishment when the photographer asked for his name.

OFFICE NEWS

(Continued from page 1.)

Judge Buffington also presented to the college his class case, which he has had written as a memorial to the deceased members of the Class of 1875. It will be printed and used by the College Marshal on formal occasions.

SPEAKERS

The Reverend Frederic S. Fleming, D. D., New York, will be the guest of the college this evening and tomorrow.

KRIEGL SPEAKS

(Continued from page 1.)

Water plays an important part in agriculture. A water combine by an enzyme reaction in the presence of an organic catalyst made by living cells and is found secreted in different types of plants. There is an enzyme about two and one-half per cent of the rate at which it would take at this reaction three hours to accomplish the decomposition.

Another form of water is 

 unrepaired. This relatively new discovery uses the decomposition of hydrogen and oxygen.

(Continued on page 2.)

COMMUNICATION

To the Editor of the Tripod:

Your last edition of the Tripod was a disgrace to you and to the college. Why don't you stop printing it if you're only going to do it to spite John B. Reinheimer? When you write to yourself as an alumni reading the Tripod? You say in one of your columns that you are feeling sorry I woke you up. I'll go back to bed with the next edition as my friend, you never heard of a more absurd statement in my life. I'll see you next year, and you'll see how I answer your statement.

(Editors' note—Thank you, W. T., for your kind communication.)

The columns of THE TRINITY TRIPOD are at all times open to any student, undergraduate or graduate for the free discussion of matters of interest to Trinity men.
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The Excellence of Our Seafood is a Tradition in Hartford

THE EXCELLENCE OF OUR SEAFISH

The Bryant & Chapman Company

The Leading Milk Dealers on the Trinity Campus

The Bryant & Chapman Company

arranging of the events, but under

Trinity rules he will have to race under the Eastern Intercollegiate Order, and whether he will be equal to the feat is a matter for specula-

**COBY GANE**

(Cheered from pages 1.) able to score only three times in the eight, their last bats. Morris and O'Malley were issued free placements threat to first and everybody was safe when the pitcher failed to handle the Kobra's butt. Morris counted on Ribl's outfield fly, and once again burly Bob came through in the pinch and cleared the bases with his base knock to complete the bombardment for the afternoon.

Co- Captain Parker garnered the batting laurels for the day with three ringing safe drives, including one double. Trinity's hard-hitting right fielder accounted for no less than seven of his team's fifteen runs. Three times he hammered home a pair of base runners for a total of six runs batted in, and once he com-

**MOTHERS’ DAY**

**CANDY**

BATH SALTS

PERFUMES

SOAP

TOILET WATER

TALS

For advice and suggestions, see Miss Pearl, Consultant.
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KENNETH MACKAY

See R. MERTENS
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ENCHANTING BERMUDA

Three hundred and sixty-five gorgeous islands in one group
.... far out in the Atlantic.... a two days' delightful sail across the Gulf Stream. And, too, it's an English province, approximately 700 miles away from the College grind.

DANIEL TRAVEL SERVICE
50 Lewis St., Hartford, Conn.
Telephone 2-2196
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Trinity has played two matches so far this season. On April 34, they defeated Vermont 6-3, and on May 1, they defeated Clark 6-2. Parsons, Harris, and Captain O'Bryan, Nos. 1, 2, and 3, respectively, have won all the singles and doubles matches which they have played this season. Fortunately, Bill O'Bryan has recovered from the leg injury he suffered last fall, and is playing in fine shape this season.

The Trin team has greatly improved since last playing with the Wesmen and indications point to a real battle on the lawn field May 5. On May 7, the Blue and Gold travels to Storrs to meet the Connecticut State squad. The Huskies will probably be much stronger than the Wesleyan team, but success beckons the Hilltoppers, who subdued the Massachusetts State nine, driving their sophomore sensation out of the box. The Huskies traveled up to Amherst last Saturday to be turned back by the same Massachusetts team, without the sensational Riel, by a four-to-three count in another extra-inning game, 7-6 winning in the tenth. Recomavic, Conn. State hurler, struck out nine Mass. Staters.

When Trinity goes to meet the Amherst team in Amherst on May 12, the Juessemen will have their hands completely full, for the Lord Jets have been playing snappy ball, losing to Army by one run in the fourth inning after having a two-run lead in the West Pointers early in the game. However, the ray of consolation and hope is here again comparative scores as Amherst, although showing plenty of scrap and good ball, have not made out as well as Trinity has against the respective teams both have met.
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invites you to hear this popular program.

ALL COLUMBIA STATIONS EVERY FRIDAY EVENING AT 8:30 E. D. T.